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	Living & Dining

	All Living & Dining Collections

	Dining Room Furniture

	Dining Tables

	Dining Table & Chair SetsWe know how hard it can be to choose a dining table and chairs that match, which is why we’ve handpicked popular items from our range to provide you with an easy way to create a dining room interior that works. Whether you’re opting for statement dining chairs or an extending table to make it easier when entertaining guests, we’ve thought ahead to create a multitude of dining sets that fit the bill.  

	Dining ChairsBrighten up your dining space with new chairs and opt for seating that shows off your personality and brings out the best in your dining table. From upholstered seats to wooden chairs, our range comes fully equipped with a variety of finishes, materials and styles to help you find a chair that suits your dining room interior. We also have something for the kitchen diners out there, with a wonderful range of bar stools to sit alongside kitchen tables, benches and breakfast bars.

	Dining BenchesA modern alternative to traditional dining seating, benches accommodate more seating and practicality to your dining room. Striking and modern, dining benches will add more personality to your home and look marvellous when matched with dining chairs.

	Bar StoolsModernise your kitchen space with our contemporary collection of bar stools. Great for grabbing a quick bite, our bar stools can help to make mealtimes that much more convenient, with our range of dining chairs providing a more traditional alternative in your overall dining space. If you’re looking for other great ways to update your dining room make sure you check out our versatile dining sets for inspiration.




	Sideboards

	Small SideboardsOur collection of small sideboards allows even the smallest of homes a bit of additional storage, with a range of painted and wooden finishes available for further choice when kitting out your room. If you have the space, however, make sure you check out some of our large sideboards to really maximise storage. All of our slim and small sideboards come fully assembled, delivered to the room of your choice, and we’ll even take away the packaging – so you have nothing to do other than make the most of your sideboard when it’s delivered. Perfect.

	Large SideboardsOur collection of large sideboards includes various wood types and paint colours, making it easy to furnish your home with your own personalised style. And to make things that much better, we’ve brought together a range of four and three door storage options, so it’s simple to find the right size of sideboard for your home. If you’re having trouble, however, make sure you check out our small sideboards for more compact options as well as matching pieces. All sideboards are delivered fully assembled and to the room of your choice, and we’ll also take away all packaging while making sure you’re 100% happy with the item. Choose between our full range of three and four drawer sideboards to find the piece that’s right for you.

	All SideboardsSideboards are a great way to add extra storage space to a room. Not only can you use the unit’s top to showcase accessories, but you can also create a more stylish space by introducing interesting materials and a flowing look to a particular room. While we have plenty of large sideboards for bigger rooms, you’ll also find small varieties that are designed to sit in those hard-to-fill nooks found throughout the home.




	Living Room Furniture

	BookcasesWhether you need a small bookcase to store DVDs and CDs, or something a little larger to house your collection of classic books, we’ve got exactly what you need for the living room, office and study. As well as bookcases we have a great range of display cabinets that can be used to show off your accessories and photos; a versatile collection that can be used anywhere in the home. Bookcases are a great way to improve a space stylistically, and combining your new piece with a wall mirror will help to draw the eye by enhancing the natural light in the room.

	Display Units & CabinetsBrighten up your living space with photos, ornaments, and personal items with the help of our display cabinets and cupboards. Style and substance, our range of display cabinets showcases a variety of materials, paint finishes and designs to help you find something that suits your setup, while matching storage units will aid in creating a more cohesive interior. Can’t find what you’re looking for? Bookcases are a great alternative for showing off your favourite photos and accessories.

	Living Room Tables

	Storage UnitsOften overlooked, storage is an important part of every living and dining room. As a result, many of our collections include a variety of wine cabinets, storage cabinets, hall benches, cupboards and accessories to help you organise and furnish your home. Whether you’re after a small cupboard to fill a nook in the home, or a multi-functional storage unit that fulfils all your needs, there’s plenty on display in store as well as online. If you’re looking for a compact storage boxes then make sure you check out our selection of boxes & ottomans – a great alternative to some of the storage units you’ll find below.

	TV & Media UnitsAdd the finishing touches to your living room with your favourite from our huge range of TV units. Whether you’re looking for a stripped back, minimal piece on which to place your TV, or you need to bulk up on storage to support your ever-growing entertainment system, you’ve come to the right place. We recommend matching living room tables to create a flowing interior design, while adding wall mirrors will enhance the natural light in a space.

	Wall MirrorsOne of the best ways to brighten up a dark room, our selection of wall mirrors have been designed to fit in seamlessly with our furniture ranges. From sleek oak to painted frames, we have a variety of styles, materials and finishes to choose from. Wall mirrors are best utilised in darker or smaller rooms, with placement next to bookcases and display cabinets helping to draw the eye to statement pieces you have in the space. You can also view our range of bedroom mirrors and stylish mirrors.




	Office Furniture

	Bookcases & ShelvingKeep your office up to date with essential storage from our selection of bookcases and shelving. Great for displaying your favourite books, or housing baskets or boxes filled with important documents, additional shelving can work wonders in any office or study. Whether you’re refurnishing with everything from office chairs to desks and storage, or if you’re just after one or two small additions to maximise how the space is used, you’ve come to the right place. Not what you’re after? Our collection of filing cabinets are a great alternative for fulfilling your storage needs.

	DesksA pivotal piece, the desk is an integral part of any office design. Whether it’s a simple table space or a desk with bundles of storage, it’s important to get this critical piece correct. Choose a corner-fitting desk for smaller spaces or create a dedicated workspace with something more substantial, there’s plenty of options to suit a variety of day-to-day needs. Once you’ve chosen a suitable desk, make sure you check out our office chairs and accompanying bookcases for a functional space that looks the part.

	Office ChairsThe right office chair can go a long way to making sure a space is as comfortable as it is stylish. Our selection has been handpicked to work seamlessly with our range of desks, while a versatile choice of designs and styles will allow you to add a personal touch to your own office space. Go beyond an office chair and invest in a range of furniture to make sure your office is fully equipped to fulfil your needs. From bookcases & shelving to ornate desks, we have a wealth of furniture to help you create a space that works for you.







	Bedroom

	All Bedroom Collections

	HeadboardsAdd the finishing touches your bed or bed frame with an eye-catching headboard. Not only is it a great way to update your decor, a headboard also allows you to sit up in bed more comfortably – perfect for those who like to read before getting some shut-eye. Choose a dramatic cushioned headboard for a more traditional style or opt for the modern look with a wooden headboard; with an assortment of oak and pine often favourites among our customers. If you’re looking for more ways to spruce up your bedroom then check out our range of bedding for a cost-effective way to freshen up the space.

	Upholstered HeadboardsFinish your bed with a flourish and create your own style with an upholstered headboard from our eye-catching collection. From modern designs to traditional button-backs, there are plenty of options to choose from as well as a variety of colours – perfect if you’re looking to add comfort as well as style to your bed. Not what you’re looking for? Check out our wooden headboards and metal headboards for more variety and additional choice. Request swatches of fabrics you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]




	Bedroom Furniture

	Bedroom MirrorsWhether you’re hoping to furnish your dressing table with new bedroom mirrors or would prefer a cheval mirror to sit alongside your wardrobe; we have a range of options you can use throughout the bedroom. Many of our mirrors are additional items among our collections, so there’s quite often a matching range that these mirrors have been designed for – making it easy to find an option to suit. You can also view our range of stylish mirrors and wall mirrors.

	Bedside Cabinets & TablesKeep things close at hand with our beautiful bedside cabinets & tables, with matching chests of drawers allowing you to achieve a flowing look throughout the room. Whether you’re after additional drawer space or a simple table top on which to place a lamp, we have plenty of three and two drawer options to choose from. Upgrading your storage? Why not take a look at our many wardrobes to create a cohesive bedroom interior.

	Bedroom Stools & ChairsWhether you’re looking for simple bedroom stools & chairs – you’ve come to the right place. Our wide range of options covers a broad spectrum of possibilities; with wooden and upholstered furniture making up most of our collection. Matching dressing tables and mirrors are available with many of the items below.

	Blanket BoxesIf you have a surplus of sheets and bedding then you’ve come to the right place – our blanket boxes come in a variety of shapes and sizes, and will add an abundance of storage to your room. Choose from a range of stylish painted blanket boxes and understated wood finishes to find storage that suits, otherwise we have a number of chests of drawers that would work as an alternative. If you have the space, take a moment to browse through our bedroom stools, chairs and benches. These can add a further style element to your bedroom and there’s usually one that will match your chosen blanket box.

	Chests of DrawersNo bedroom would be complete without a bit of storage, and our chest of drawers – narrow, wide, and tall – allow you to find a size that fits and a style that suits. Choose from a variety of colours, wood types and finishes, and find the chest of drawers that works with your interior design. We also have a range of matching bedside tables to help you complete the look. Double up on storage by investing in a space for your unused bedding, sheets and towels; blanket boxes are a great addition to the room and will sit neatly at the end of your bed.

	Dressing TablesAlways look your best with the help of one of our many dressing tables. Choose your favourite from our stunning collection and create your own dedicated space for getting ready; with a mixture of wooden and painted finishes giving you extra flexibility when deciding. Opt for a bedroom stool or chair to complete the look, and even upgrade your storage with matching chests of drawers, wardrobes and more. No dressing tables would be complete without a mirror to match, so make sure you check out our full collection online and in store.

	Wardrobes




	Beds & Bed Frames

	Bedsteads

	Divan Sets

	Guest Beds & Electric BedsOur guest beds are designed to save space while providing a comfortable night’s sleep for visiting friends and family. From easy fold-up options to trundle beds that open up to provide additional mattress space, as well as single bedsteads or divan sets, there’s an option to suit everyone. Can’t find what you’re looking for? Make sure you check out our range of smaller bedsteads if you’d prefer a little more choice.

	Ottoman SetsOffering more storage space than the average divan set, the storage ottoman is a good alternative to traditional divan sets. Either side or end opening, the ottoman base can also help you store larger items away. Ottomans will also help organise your belongings better, you can purchase additional storage boxes and dividers to help declutter your bedroom. Ottomans can be purchased with mattresses or as a base only. The accompanying mattress should be a lighter mattress, so you can lift the base easily. Request swatches of fabrics you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]




	Mattresses

	Pocket Sprung MattressesIf you’re looking for good levels of support, value for money, and plenty of choice, then our range of pocket sprung mattresses provides something for all budgets and tastes. From high spring counts to affordable alternatives, we have a variety on display in store and online.

	Memory Foam Mattresses




	Linens & Bedding

	Bed SheetsWhether you need fitted or flat sheets, we have showcased our best quality bed sheets for you. The Belledorm 200 collection combines the natural qualities of cotton and the longevity of polyester to make the smoothest bed sheet.

	DuvetsSleep in comfort all year round with our splendid selection of duvets. Get a great night’s sleep wrapped in luxurious duvets, at affordable prices. You can also dress your dream bed from top to bottom with our versatile range of duvet covers.

	Duvet Covers & SetsAccessorize your bedstead with our wide range of duvet sets. Whether you like pretty floral, plain pastels or geometric patterns, we have the perfect duvet set for you. Add additional pillows and pillow cases to your set or even a matching cushion to create a fabulous and cosy bed. With a choice of different tog rating, we have duvets for all seasons. Our top brands include Accessorize, Bianca, Catherine Lansfield, Deyongs, Sanderson and Ted Baker.

	Mattress ProtectorsProtect your bed with our choice of high-quality mattress protectors. Designed to prolong the longevity of your bed, our mattress protectors provide different levels of care, at a selection of prices. Preserve your mattress further with our range of pillow protectors and bed sheets. 

	PillowsTailor the choice of your pillow to what suits you best. Choose the pillow that helps you sleep best and supports your neck and spine. Protect your new pillow, with our range of pillow protectors and pillowcases. 

	PillowcasesWhether you want to mix and match your colour themes or simply add to your collection, our colourful pillowcases would be a charming addition to your boudoir. Some pillowcases have matching duvet covers to complete the look and don’t forget pillows and pillow protectors for a cosy and fresh night’s sleep.

	Pillow ProtectorsFor increased hygiene protection and better night’s sleep, pillow protectors are a must have. Choose between waterproof, anti-allergenic and cotton and why not get a mattress protector too!







	Sofas & Armchairs

	All Sofa Collections

	Sofas

	Fabric SofasFor some the allure of fabric sofas represents a comfortable escape from the stresses and strains of everyday life, while a wide selection of options and patterns give you more flexibility when it comes to designing your sofa. Accent chairs and swivel chairs can provide contrast to your sofa selection, but a multitude of accessories will also help to make the most of your new suite (find them in store!). Don’t just stop at the seating arrangements, however, a selection of occasional furniture will offer another way for you to customise your living room. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular searches: Leather Sofas | 3 Seater Sofas | All Sofas

	Leather SofasThere are few styles of sofa that encompass modern living in the same way leather does. And there’s a reason for that, too; practicality, contemporary and often available in a range of reclining options, you can find everything you need from a sofa amid our high quality range of leather sofas. Whether you’re looking for the highest quality leather or something a little less expensive, we’ve got you covered. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular searches: Fabric Sofas | Recliner Sofas | Love Seats & Snugglers | Leather Armchairs

	Medium Sofas

	Large Sofas

	Corner Sofas

	Recliner Sofas

	Sofa BedsWhen you need the versatility of an extra bed but don’t have the space, a sofa bed could be just what you’re after. We have plenty of sizes, styles and designs to choose from, so whether you prefer modern or traditional, bold or neutral, simple or intricate, our range of options will accommodate all sorts of tastes and needs. Our sofa beds are comfy enough to be used as a sofa but offer the flexibility needed to accommodate visiting guests – the perfect blend of functionality and comfort. Looking to make the most of your living room? Check out our swivel recliners & stools for a compact way to add bags of comfort to the home. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]




	Armchairs

	Accent ChairsAccent chairs can really make a difference in the living room and to your existing suite. Their colourful styles and compact designs mean they’re an easy way to add vibrancy to the home, while a wide range of choices will make sure all personal preferences are met. Ideal for bedrooms and living rooms, our occasional chairs make it easy to create a space purely for you; whether it’s to tackle a crossword or enjoy a quick cup of tea – there are few better alternatives. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular searches: All Armchairs | Swivel Chairs | Love Seats & Snugglers

	ArmchairsHave a comfy seat all to yourself and invest in one of our snug armchairs. From swivel recliners and stools to traditional armchairs, we have a versatile collection that will serve all your needs. Opt for a matching footstool or choose an armchair that ties in with your existing suite – there’s plenty of choice. Coming in a quality range of fabrics and leathers, our chairs are easy to customise to suit your personal tastes. View many items in store. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]

	Fabric ArmchairsOur fabric armchairs don’t just look and feel good – they’re built to last as well. And with many made in the UK or by trusted brands, you can rely on each design providing great value for money. Choose from hundreds of styles and colour options to find something that suits your home, or browse through our sofa collections to find co-ordinating furniture. Assuming an armchair isn’t enough, we offer a host of accompanying sofas and footstools to help you achieve maximum comfort throughout the living room. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]

	Leather ArmchairsRanging from 100% leather to touch leather, our collection of leather armchairs make it easy to add style and substance to any room – without compromising on comfort. Whether you’re looking for a recliner or something a little more striking, you’ll find plenty to fit the bill below. Aside from the standard armchair, we now offer various swivel and accent chairs that provide an statement look that’s sure to impress. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]

	Love Seats & Snugglers

	Recliner Armchairs

	Riser ReclinersComfort is the most important factor in any home and riser recliners will provide ample relaxation where it’s needed most – the living room. Whether your needs are not met by traditional recliners or you just would prefer a little extra support, our electric riser recliner chairs are a must. Choose from a variety of branded and non-branded riser recliners. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular searches: Electric Recliners | All Armchairs | Sofas




	Swivel Recliners & StoolsAdd extra comfort to your home with the help of our purpose-made swivel recliners and stools. The living room is all about being comfortable and there’s no better place to do that than in a swivel recliner. Choose from a range of designs, styles and shapes to craft your own little space for relaxation. Not what you’re looking for? Check out our full collection of armchairs. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]

	Swivel ChairsAdd extra comfort to your home with the help of our stylish swivel recliners. The living room is all about being comfortable and there’s no better place to do that than in a swivel recliner. Choose from a range of designs, styles and shapes to craft your own little space for relaxation. Not what you’re looking for? Check out our full collection of armchairs. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected]




	Footstools

	Fabric FootstoolsAdd a touch of luxury to the living room and choose from a wide range of fabric footstools. With various options available it’s easy to find what you’re looking for, while different patterns, colours and feet will mean you’re well-accommodated for when it comes to style. You’ll notice some of the footstools are shown in leather – although these are also available in fabric and this can be specified on the product page. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular searches: Ottomans | Storage Footstools | Armchairs

	Leather FootstoolsOur luxurious leather footstools would make the perfect addition to any armchair or sofa. Not only because they’re comfy, but also because they’re stylish – and you can choose from a huge selection of colours, feet options and leather grades to find something that’s going to suit your home and tastes. We also include a wide range of storage footstools to help you keep the clutter at bay. And although you’ll see many of our footstools shown in fabric, these are in fact available as a leather option too. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular searches: Ottomans | Sofa Collections

	OttomansThe ottoman provides a chic storage option that’s sure to add comfort and substance to any home. And while it’s best to choose an ottoman that fits in with your existing suite, there’s nothing wrong with contrasting your sofa collection with something a little more colourful – which is why we offer plenty of options among our selection. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular Searches: Storage Footstools | All Armchairs

	Storage FootstoolsStorage stools are as much about comfort as they are about de-cluttering – and with our extensive range you’ll find plenty of footstools to help you do just that. Whether you’re looking for a fabric or leather variation, you’ll be able to customise your new stool all the way down to the feet. Many stools are available in both leather and fabric – and either will make a great addition to your sofa and armchair set up at home. Request swatches of fabrics & leathers you like and we will send them within 5-7 working days. Please send your request to [email protected] Popular searches: Leather Footstools | Fabric Footstools




	Staingard Protection




	Homewares

	Homeware Collections

	Home Accessories

	CushionsMake your house a home and decorate it with our exquisite selection of cushions and scatters. Whether you are dressing your sofa with colourful, fun cushions or embellishing your bedroom with glamourous, plush cushions, we have you covered. Continue with your colour scheme and find a cosy throw to personalise your home further.

	Home Decor & GiftsWhether you are looking to brighten up your furniture or add interesting figures to your existing décor, our range of ornaments and statues are guaranteed to demand attention.

	Lighting

	MirrorsIn a choice of different styles and sizes, our mirrors with suit every style of home. From modern inspirations to traditional detailing, we have a variety of chic options to suit you. You can also view our range of bedroom mirrors and wall mirrors.

	Pictures & Wall ArtTransform your home with colourful and picturesque wall art. From retro inspired art to contemporary masterpieces, fashion your home with wall art.

	Throws & BlanketsBlankets and throws aren’t just for cuddles in the colder months, they are for embellishing and dressing your gorgeous furniture. Browse our collection of cosy and colourful throws and cushions, perfect for livening up your home.

	Wall ClocksIf you’re looking for your next statement piece, look no further! Available in a variety of different sizes and styles, we have wall clocks to suit traditional and modern homes. For more design ideas, check out our home accessories section for mirrors, lighting and wall art.




	Dinnerware

	BowlsThe beautifully handcrafted Denby bowls will add country charm to your dining room feature. Match the pieces with our mugs & plates and placemats.

	GlasswareGlassware for every occasion, our colourful and charming glass sets will light up your evenings. From luxurious Dartington Crystal to thoughtful gift ideas, we have it covered and with even more instore!

	Mugs & CupsTake a break with our gorgeous selection of mugs. Mix and match with our selection of plates, bowls and coasters.

	Placemats & CoastersProtect your furniture with our versatile selection of stylish placemats and coasters. Create your perfect dining experience with our dinnerware and glassware collections.

	PlatesThe beautifully handcrafted Denby plates will add country charm to your dining room feature. Match the pieces with our mugs & bowls and placemats.




	Cookshop

	BakewareWhether you are a novice baker or a skilled chef, our range of bakeware will facilitate your hobby. We have cake tins, casseroles, jars, trays and bowls to help the bake and pastry brushes, pastry cutters, icing bags and baking accessories to decorate your perfect cake. Check out our kitchen tools and aprons to make the tasks even easier and cleaner.

	ElectricsBrowse through our range of household appliances and electrics here. Treat yourself to our trendy toaster and kettle sets. Buy individually or as a set, our electrical appliances will rejuvenate your kitchen counter.

	Pots & Pans







	Linens

	Linens & Bedding

	Bed SheetsWhether you need fitted or flat sheets, we have showcased our best quality bed sheets for you. The Belledorm 200 collection combines the natural qualities of cotton and the longevity of polyester to make the smoothest bed sheet.

	DuvetsSleep in comfort all year round with our splendid selection of duvets. Get a great night’s sleep wrapped in luxurious duvets, at affordable prices. You can also dress your dream bed from top to bottom with our versatile range of duvet covers.

	Duvet Covers & SetsAccessorize your bedstead with our wide range of duvet sets. Whether you like pretty floral, plain pastels or geometric patterns, we have the perfect duvet set for you. Add additional pillows and pillow cases to your set or even a matching cushion to create a fabulous and cosy bed. With a choice of different tog rating, we have duvets for all seasons. Our top brands include Accessorize, Bianca, Catherine Lansfield, Deyongs, Sanderson and Ted Baker.

	Kids Bedding

	Mattress ProtectorsProtect your bed with our choice of high-quality mattress protectors. Designed to prolong the longevity of your bed, our mattress protectors provide different levels of care, at a selection of prices. Preserve your mattress further with our range of pillow protectors and bed sheets. 

	PillowsTailor the choice of your pillow to what suits you best. Choose the pillow that helps you sleep best and supports your neck and spine. Protect your new pillow, with our range of pillow protectors and pillowcases. 

	PillowcasesWhether you want to mix and match your colour themes or simply add to your collection, our colourful pillowcases would be a charming addition to your boudoir. Some pillowcases have matching duvet covers to complete the look and don’t forget pillows and pillow protectors for a cosy and fresh night’s sleep.

	Pillow ProtectorsFor increased hygiene protection and better night’s sleep, pillow protectors are a must have. Choose between waterproof, anti-allergenic and cotton and why not get a mattress protector too!




	Bathroom

	Bath Mats

	Bath TowelsWrap yourself up with our selection of hand, bath and guest towels. We have plenty of luxurious towels to mix and match together to create your perfect look. Our Christy and Deyongs towels are super soft, high quality and great value for money.

	Bathroom Collections




	Home Accessories

	CushionsMake your house a home and decorate it with our exquisite selection of cushions and scatters. Whether you are dressing your sofa with colourful, fun cushions or embellishing your bedroom with glamourous, plush cushions, we have you covered. Continue with your colour scheme and find a cosy throw to personalise your home further.

	Throws & BlanketsBlankets and throws aren’t just for cuddles in the colder months, they are for embellishing and dressing your gorgeous furniture. Browse our collection of cosy and colourful throws and cushions, perfect for livening up your home.







	Flooring

	Flooring

	Rugs

	Rug Collections







	Brands

	Furniture Brands

	ErcolErcol is an iconic British brand that’s been supplying bedroom furniture, dining room tables and chairs, as well as sofas and upholstery to homes since 1920. Among their versatile collection you’ll find everything from contemporary minimalism to retro sixties style – so, whatever you’re after, you’re likely to find it here. Shop Ercol Sofas, Tables and Chairs As well as a comprehensive bedroom selection, Ercol are becoming well-known for their trend-setting sofas and chairs – of which you’ll find the Cosenza and Novara below. We’re stockists of all these online ranges, but if you can’t find what you’re after then let us know on 01293 224859.

	G PlanG Plan Upholstery is a well-known furniture brand that has been making exquisite sofas since as far back as 1898, although the brand was established officially in 1953. Since then, G Plan has created and fashioned a huge variety of collections that suit numerous settings and styles of household, allowing discernible homeowners to find exactly what they’re looking for. Browse our full selection of G Plan sofas, chairs and footstools below, while many collections are available to view in store. Spring Promo : Power Upgrades on the Chloe, Holmes, Jackson, Riley and Seattle models. A power recliner for the price of a manual. Promo ends 7th June.

	Hill & Hunter

	HimollaHimolla is one of Europe’s best-known leather furniture manufacturers and they have quickly become pioneers in recliner technology. The company is constantly designing and developing new mechanisms and features that make it easier for you to relax and enjoy their wide range of products, while a stringent quality control process makes sure each chair, recliner and sofa meet the grade. Shop Himolla Furniture, Recliners and Sofas Twice winner of Recliner Manufacturer of the Year, Himolla uses nothing but the highest quality materials in the production of their furniture – meaning your comfort is in good hands when buying from our collection of Himolla products.

	Jay Blades x G PlanJay Blades is an avid restorer of vintage furniture. Best known for presenting ‘The Repair Shop’ since 2017, Jay Blades has extended his expertise and passion to G Plan upholstery. Exclusively partnering with them for this unique collection of upholstery, the Jay Blades x G Plan collection is a work of art. Jay Blades X G Plan Collection As a long-time admirer of G Plan furniture, Jay Blades has collaborated with the brand to create a unique and exclusive collection of sofas and chairs. With meticulously handpicked fabrics and leathers to suit the collection, the Jay Blades X G Plan collection incorporates bright and bold fabrics to catch your eye. With vintage elements, intricate detailing, and opulent fabric swatches, the passion really shines through in this collection.

	Parker KnollAs Parker Knoll stockists, you’ll find a wide range of suites in store as well as online – although it’s best to give us a call to check if your desired furniture is on show. And from recliners to sofas, there’s plenty to browse through as well as a rich history to learn about. Shop Parker Knoll Sofas, Chairs and Recliners It’s easy to find what you’re looking for using the filter options to the left or at the top of the page. If you know which collection you’re after, just click through on the many ranges below to find prices, fabric options and more information. Spring Promo : Power Upgrades on the Hudson, Boston and Hampton models. A power recliner for the price of a manual. 3 for 2 promo on the Burghley and Devonshire model. Large 2 Seater (3 seater) for the price of a 2 seater. Promo ends 7th June

	StresslessEkornes Stressless is all about comfort. Through the decades this well-known brand has constantly innovated and adapted to meet the furniture industry’s ever-changing needs. From sofas to swivel chairs and stools, Ekornes has carefully designed what they believe is the comfiest selection of household furniture the world has ever experienced. Scandinavian style and exceptional comfort A company deeply rooted in Nordic and Scandinavian tradition, you’ll find the very best of Ekornes furniture ranges below.

	Willis & GambierEstablished as a premium furniture manufacturer since 1998, Willis and Gambier continue to design and manufacture furniture under new management. Browse through Willis and Gambier’s collection of stunning bedroom furniture, crafted by highly trained teams of designers and technicians.




	Bed Brands

	EmmaThe UK’s most awarded mattress supplier in 2019 and 2020, the Emma mattress is sold in over 25 countries. The Emma Diamond, Helix and Smart mattresses come with a 10 year manufacturers guarantee. Founded in 2015, Emma has come a long way in a short time, winning awards globally and receiving glowing customer reviews.

	Harrison SpinksFamily bed makers for over 180 years, Harrison Spinks represents the best in British manufacturing. Renowned and considered one of the best in their trade, Harrison Spinks is in its fifth generation. Grown, hand-titched, and crafted in the UK From home-grown fillings to expert craftsmen, Harrison Spinks takes pride in every bed they make. With materials grown on their 300-acre Yorkshire farm and the 8 hours it takes to stitch a bed, Harrison Spinks beds are tailored especially for you. Harrison’s has been awarded the King’s Award for Enterprise in 2023 for their progression in innovation, for ideas such as glue-free pocket springs.

	HighgroveOver the last two years we have become one of the largest stockist of Highgrove Beds in the South East. We are proud to showcase a variety of the Highgrove models in our showrooms. Here is a look inside the brand Highgrove Beds. As one of the UK’s fastest growing bed manufacturers, Highgrove Beds is based in Liversedge, West Yorkshire. With over 5000 beds produced a week, Highgrove also offers a 5 year warranty on their beds. With super-fast manufacturing and confidence in their products, Highgrove were named runner up in the ‘UK Bed Manufacturer of The Year Awards’. An impressive achievement for a relatively new company! The family run business operates nationally and continues to expand and flourish, offering a variety of different models, at competitive prices. The Harrington model has been incredibly successful and was our best selling bed of 2020. Great value for money, British manufacturing, 5 years peace of mind and a choice of options, view our Highgrove models instore and online.

	HypnosHypnos is a British bed making company that has been practising and perfecting the art of bed production for over 100 years. A family-run business, even to this day Hypnos use traditional methods that have been passed down from generation to generation, allowing them to create stunning mattresses and beds time and time again. Shop Hypnos Beds, Mattresses and Headboards Whether you’re looking for a great night’s sleep or something for the guest room, Hypnos’ handcrafted luxury pocket sprung beds are unrivalled throughout the furniture industry. Browse our full selection below.

	KaymedKaymed are a fast-growing bed manufacturer specialising in memory foam mattresses that offer a cooler night’s sleep compared to other leading brands in the industry. Their patented technology means they’ve surpassed other bed retailers as the UK’s specialists in visco-elastic and gel mattresses. Shop Kaymed Beds and Mattresses Kaymed’s memory foam features unique technology that sets them apart from other similar products. Specifically, you can find the Therma-Phase+ and Mighty Bed mattresses in store.

	SleepeezeeDescribing themselves as the Artisans of Sleep, the Sleepeezee brand is one of the best-known bed manufacturers in the UK. They’ve been specialising in mattress design, divan bases and headboards since 1924 – and a Royal Warrant from His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales reinforces the brand’s quality. Shop Sleepeezee Mattresses, Beds and Divans Below you’ll find some of our favourite Sleepeezee mattresses – many of which are on display in Collingwood Batchellor stores across Surrey, Sussex and Kent. Just make sure you give us a call to double check your chosen bed is on show.




	Homewares Brands

	Catherine LansfieldCatherine Lansfield bedding and duvet covers showcase a variety of colourful designs made from luxurious fabrics. And designed to uplift any bedroom setting, our collection brings together the very best and latest prints from this high quality brand. While we have a few duvet sets and covers available online, you’ll find a larger selection in store – and we’re able to order any designs that are not currently in stock. Transform your bedroom with Catherine Lansfield Bedding Our Catherine Lansfield duvet covers will transform the look of your bedroom and provide a more relaxing atmosphere in which to sleep in. High quality materials are used to ensure you get the best night’s sleep possible.

	ChristyFounded in 1850, the well renowned Christy towels have been in British households for over a century. The traditional Christy brand continues to evolve to meet the needs of its customers.

	DenbyDenby is known throughout the UK for its high quality stoneware and intricate pottery designs. Sourcing its clay from Derbyshire, Denby’s range of products displays 200 years of craftsmanship and know-how, making each and every piece a unique addition to anyone’s tableware. British heritage with Denby In seeking out current trends and modern styles, Denby’s designs exude bundles of British heritage – designs that now include the use over 5,000 glazes.

	DeyongsDeyongs has been associated with home textiles for over 170 years, with a huge range of products that will bring comfort and style to every room of the home. From throws to towels and bath mats, you’ll find a wide selection of Deyongs products in store and online. Exceptional comfort with Deyongs Throws A Deyongs throw would make a great addition to your home during the colder months. Punchy colours, a deliciously soft feel and affordable prices mean these throws are the perfect accessory for any room.

	Joseph JosephJoseph Joseph was launched with the goal of creating functional, problem-solving household products that serve a purpose in the kitchen. And now, with a huge range of products, Joseph Joseph has surpassed its competitors and now represents one of the leading names in quality kitchenware throughout the UK, with the brand being sold in over 100 countries. Problem-solving kitchen products from Joseph Joseph While we display a few Joseph Joseph products online, you’ll find our largest selection in store at Horley.

	Ted BakerIf you’re tired of boring bedding then there’s no better cure than our fabulous range of Ted Baker bed linen. Eye-catching and bold, Ted Baker is known globally for its beautiful designs that go beyond typical colours and styles for a modern look that’s sure to impress. Be bold with Ted Baker bedding Whether it’s the floral Arboretum or the punchy tones of Highgrove (our favourite!), we’ve got all you need to finish your bedroom with a flourish.




	All Brands




	New

	New Accessories & Linens

	New Bedroom Furniture

	New Dining Furniture

	New Upholstery




	Express FurnitureLooking for something with immediate delivery? This is the section for you! Solely dedicated to items we have in stock, browse our selection of chairs, sofas, dining, and bedroom furniture. We recommend contacting us before purchasing for the most accurate information. Call us on 01293 224859 or via online chat for more info.
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However you may visit Cookie Settings to provide a controlled consent.
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


 Necessary 



Always Enabled 




Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AWSALBCORS	7 days	This cookie is used for load balancing services provded by Amazon inorder to optimize the user experience. Amazon has updated the ALB and CLB so that customers can continue to use the CORS request with stickness.
	cf_ob_info		This cookie is set by the provider Cloudflare. The cookie provides informations on HTTP Status Code returned by the origin web server, the Ray ID of the original failed request and the data center serving the traffic.
	cf_use_ob		This cookie is set by the provider Cloudflare content delivery network. This cookie is used for determining whether it should continue serving "Always Online" until the cookie expires.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Advertisement".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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functional






Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__zlcmid	1 year	This cookie is used by Zendesk live chat and is used to store the live chat ID.
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performance






Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_gat	1 minute	This cookies is installed by Google Universal Analytics to throttle the request rate to limit the colllection of data on high traffic sites.
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analytics






Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information anonymously and assign a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors.
	_gid	1 day	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to store information of how visitors use a website and helps in creating an analytics report of how the website is doing. The data collected including the number visitors, the source where they have come from, and the pages visted in an anonymous form.
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advertisement






Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to deliver advertisement when they are on Facebook or a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising after visiting this website.
	fr	3 months	The cookie is set by Facebook to show relevant advertisments to the users and measure and improve the advertisements. The cookie also tracks the behavior of the user across the web on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
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Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AWSALB	7 days	AWSALB is a cookie generated by the Application load balancer in the Amazon Web Services. It works slightly different from AWSELB.
	zte2095	session	Used to identify the domain/subdomain the Chat Widget is located on.
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